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PHA NAME PHA CODE FO CODE 

PHA CONTACT NAME PHONE NO EMAIL 

CURRENT CONDITIONS & PROJECTION VARIABLES 

AMOUNT DATE 

What is the PHA’s estimated shortfall? 

What is HUD’s estimate of PHA’s shortfall? 

What is the PHA number of anticipated terminations? 

What is the anticipated effective date of these terminations? 

FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

PHA reported RNP Balance as of  12/31/2018 

HUD RNP Balance as of  12/31/2018 

Current UNP and date of balance 

Will the PHA apply for Set-Aside funding (if available & PHA is eligible)? 

Months Unreported in 
VMS 

Scheduled HAP 
Disbursement 

HAP Expense 
Actual or Estimated 

Units Leased 
Actual or Estimated 

ACTION PLAN 

Actions 
Responsible 

Party 
Target 
Date 

Cost Savings Status 

1. PHA to cease issuing vouchers to new 
applicants

2. PHA to stop absorbing new portable 
families and bill until further notice 

3. PHA to deny Port Outs or movers to 
higher cost areas. Unless the receiving 
PHA will absorb. 

4. 
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Actions 
Responsible 

Party 
Target 
Date 

Cost Savings Status 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

COMMENTS/NOTES 
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COMPLETED BY DATE  


	PHA NAME: Ann Arbor Housing Commission
	PHA CODE: MI064
	FO CODE: 5FPH
	What is the PHAs estimated shortfall0: -1307763
	What is the PHAs estimated shortfall1: 5/7/2019
	What is HUDs estimate of PHAs shortfall0: -1191173
	What is HUDs estimate of PHAs shortfall1: 7/18/2019
	What is the PHA number of anticipated terminations: 0
	What is the anticipated effective date of these te: 
	Textfield1: -138826
	Textfield2: 4/30/2019
	Months Unreported in VMS: May
	Scheduled HAP Disbursement: 1114749
	HAP Expense Actual or Estimated: 1156463
	Units Leased Actual or Estimated: 1656
	Months Unreported in VMS0: June
	Scheduled HAP Disbursement0: 1153279
	HAP Expense Actual or Estimated0: 1167000
	Units Leased Actual or Estimated0: 1671
	Months Unreported in VMS1: July
	Scheduled HAP Disbursement1: 1503079
	HAP Expense Actual or Estimated1: 1192000
	Units Leased Actual or Estimated1: 1689
	1 PHA to cease issuing vouchers to newapplicants a0: 
	1 PHA to cease issuing vouchers to newapplicants a1: 
	1 PHA to cease issuing vouchers to newapplicants a2: Continue until out of shortfall.
	2 PHA to stop absorbing new portablefamilies and b0: 
	2 PHA to stop absorbing new portablefamilies and b1: 
	2 PHA to stop absorbing new portablefamilies and b2: Continue until out of shortfall.
	3 PHA to deny Port Outs or movers to higher cost a0: 
	3 PHA to deny Port Outs or movers to higher cost a1: 
	3 PHA to deny Port Outs or movers to higher cost a2: Continue until out of shortfall.
	40: 
	41: 
	42: Continue to monitor
	43: The 12/31/2019 RNP is only $300 apart between HUD and the PHA.  We will be able to use this figure when doing the final shortfall funding. The difference has grown and we will look to reconcile in August.  
	Target Date: 
	Cost Savings: 
	Status: Monitor monthly
	Target Date0: 
	Cost Savings0: 
	Status0: Monitor monthly
	Target Date1: 
	Cost Savings1: 
	Status1: Monitor monthly
	Target Date2: 
	Cost Savings2: 
	Status2: Application received 5/23/2019.
	Target Date3: 
	Cost Savings3: 
	Status3: Monitor monthly
	Target Date4: 
	Cost Savings4: 
	Status4: 
	Textfield4: The PHA has a number of Special purpose vouchers:FUP 32 available 29 unleased.  New funding they will continue to lease.New Mainstream continue to lease.Ned 100 available.  Do not lease new until out of shortfallVASH 226 available 25 unleased.  Continue to lease.PBV 444 available 23 unleased.  Continue to lease.  The PHA has 52 vouchers on the street in May all but a couple special purpose vouchers.  The PHA has a $50 minimum rent and their payment standard is 110%.  The residents in the area do have a hard time finding units available in the tight rental market which is the reason for the payment standard.  The PHA will possibly need funds as early as November, we will monitor their shortfall so they can receive funds timely.  For July the PHA has 17 FUP, 12 NED and 10 VASH on the street.  The have 10 more VASH available to lease when they receive referrals.  The PHA has not had a QAD VMS  review since 2007 and I will refer them to my supervisor for a review in the future.  
	Textfield5: 
	Textfield6: Robert Pierce 
	Textfield7: 7/18/2019
	PHA Contact Name: Ms. Jennifer Hall
	PHA Phone Number: (734)794-6720
	PHA E-Mail Address: jhall@a2gov.org
	PHA reported RNP Balance: -75983
	HUD RNP Balance: -63941
	ComboBox5: [Yes]
	ComboBox6: [PHA]
	ComboBox7: [PHA]
	ComboBox8: [PHA]
	ComboBox9: [PHA/FMC]
	Text10: The PHA has 5 ports billing currently. They should contact the billing agencies and see if they can absorb.  The FO can help with. 
	Text11: The PHA received 45 Mainstream vouchers and may continue to lease those vouchers through the shortfall process.
	Text12: The PHA has a large amount due from port in receivables.  They should continue to seek this funding and the FO can help with this. May $-46,039.  The will send a list to Lidi.  
	Text13: The PHA should apply for shortfall funding using PIH Notice 2019-8 prior to the next call.  If applying for other categories this must be completed by May 31, 2019.  
	Text14: We reviewed the Drill Down Report and the PHA should review the minimum rent, overvouchered and medical expenses over 40% for errors.  
	Text15: The have some tenants on the Multi-subsidy report and the PHA says they are Section 236 and do not get subsidy.  We will review to see what should be done for this.  
	ComboBox16: [PHA/FO]
	ComboBox17: [PHA]
	ComboBox18: [PHA/FO]
	ComboBox19: [PHA]
	ComboBox20: [PHA]
	ComboBox21: [PHA/FO]


